INTRODUCING THE RL AUTOMOTIVE STEEL TIMEPIECE

Masterfully bridging the automotive and horological worlds, a new stainless steel timepiece is the
latest addition to Ralph Lauren’s renowned Automotive collection. This timepiece builds on
traditions established by the RL Automotive Skeleton, first introduced in 2015 and inspired by
Ralph Lauren's celebrated car collection.
The new steel Skeleton strikes a harmonious balance between industrial power and sophisticated
design by artfully cutting away the main plate to reveal the intricate mechanics underneath. The
combination of polished and brushed steel components—including polished screws that reference
the rivets securing the chassis of a car—directly references one of Mr. Lauren’s prized 1950s race
cars. The case measures 44.8mm by 11.2mm and is powered by a Swiss-made F.A. Jones mechanical
movement that has been customized by Val Fleurier for Ralph Lauren. The manually wound caliber
RL1967 runs at a frequency of 18,000 vibrations per hour with a 45-hour power reserve. The
movement is decorated with vertical Côtes de Genève stripes and circular graining, known as
perlage, as well as an interlocking “RL” logo over a brushed steel plate at 12 o’clock position.
Amboyna burl—a hardwood used in luxury automotive interiors featured in Ralph Lauren’s own
vintage cars—frames the composition with a lustrous bezel, which must be carefully cut and
finished by hand to expose its rich, swirling grain patterns. The “bombé”-shaped bezel secured by
handset screws reinforces Ralph Lauren’s vision of a timepiece capturing the power and elegance of
automotive design.
“I've always been inspired by automotive design—the materials, the lines, but also the power and
functionality. Cars are like art—moving art—an accomplishment in mechanics and precision.”—
Ralph Lauren
Also available from the RL Automotive Collection:
RLR0220708 Automotive 45 Mm Skeleton
RLR0220713 Automotive 45 MM Tourbillon
RLR0220714 Automotive 45 MM Double Tourbillon
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RALPH LAUREN WATCHES AND FINE JEWELRY
Launched in 2008, Ralph Lauren Watch and Jewelry is a joint venture between Ralph Lauren and
Richemont, two leading companies in the global luxury market. In this unique partnership, Ralph
Lauren and Richemont design, manufacture, and distribute luxury watches and fine jewelry
through select Ralph Lauren boutiques and the finest independent watch and jewelry retailers
worldwide. The watch collections feature the highest-quality Swiss Made manufacture movements
and Ralph Lauren’s most iconic inspirations, from the Ralph Lauren Stirrup watches to the 888 and
867 timepieces to the Safari and Automotive collections. Ralph Lauren Fine Jewelry includes the
signature Ralph Lauren Equestrian, Diamond Link, Art Deco and Chunky Chain collections,
handcrafted with the finest materials and techniques.
For more information, please visit ralphlauren.com
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